Title word cross-reference

77D [33].

90D [33].

Abstract [18]. after [15]. algorithm [29].
algorithmic [22]. alias [2]. analysis
[2, 15, 36, 17, 18, 23, 39]. approach [18].
approximation [10]. array [9, 36].
assembly [13]. assignment [12]. assisted
[24]. assumption [8].

bound [36].

code-generator [16]. collection [24].
collector [5]. Coloring [1]. compilation
[33]. Compiling [38, 13]. complexity [4].
computers [38]. computing [26].
conditions [7]. constant [41]. constraint
[40]. context [32]. context-free [32].
control [26, 14]. conversion [37]. Cost [24].
Cost-effective [24]. CPS [15].
CPS-transformation [15].
dangling [35]. data [2, 11, 18, 42].
data-flow [2]. debugging [22]. Definitions
[19]. dependence [26, 19, 14]. description
[37]. directed [21]. distance [19].
Distributed [20].
effective [24]. effects [3]. Efficient
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